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Abstract. From a design science research perspective, enterprise information
systems (EIS) are understood as artifacts intended to support organizations in
achieving certain goals. Proper EIS design needs not only to be based on solid
general foundations (‘kernel theories’) and valid construction processes, but
also should incorporate domain related experience and expertise. One important
aspect is to understand which design goals and context factors have lead to
which variations in existing solutions in the real world. Another aspect is to
understand which design variations can be empirically related to which design
goals, and to derive respective design actions. Using examples from enterprise
architecture management and process performance management for illustration
purposes, we show that existing variations of EIS solutions can be transparently
explained and that innovative EIS solutions can be systematically constructed.

Introduction
According to Hevner et al. [1] two scientific approaches characterize much of the
research in the information systems discipline, namely behavioral science and design
science. Behavioral science addresses research through the development and
justification of theories that explain or predict existing phenomena in a domain.
Design science addresses research through the building and evaluation of innovative
artifacts that are intended to solve important, relevant design problems in the domain.
Both types of research reflect the respective foundations and methodologies in order
to provide guidance for researchers. The knowledge base, as defined in the
information systems research framework of Hevner [2] interfaces these approaches. It
is composed of foundations and methodologies.
In the wide field of information systems, being concerned with people, task and
technology [cf. e.g. 3, 4], different design science research approaches have been
proposed over the years. Such approaches aim at constructing and testing various
kinds of designed artifacts as solutions to certain classes of design problems in
organizations. Since design proposals are often widely varying with regard to
foundations, goals, and processes, Hevner [2] introduced a general framework
comprising three cycles – relevance, design and rigor cycles –, which should be
present and clearly identifiable in every piece of design science research (see Fig. 1).
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In the relevance cyycle the requiirements of th
he problem domain are deefined and
introduceed into the dessign process. A
Additionally, the proposed artifacts are eestablished
in the ennvironment (e.g. by field--testing) in order
o
to demonstrate theirr problem
solving utility.
u
In the rigor
r
cycle noot only scienttific theories and
a methods aas well as
existing design
d
produccts and processses, but also domain experrience and exppertise are
introduceed into the design
d
proce ss. Additionaally, new generalizable kknowledge
derived from
fr
the desig
gn process is aadded to the knowledge
k
basse for reuse. T
The design
cycle, whhich is essentially a soluttion search procedure, iterrates betweenn the core
activities of constructin
ng and evaluaating design arrtifacts.

Fig. 1. Design Science Research Cycles [2]

The deesign and relevance cycles hhave been sub
bject to many studies and di
discussions
from the early years off design sciencce research on
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to the riggor cycle recen
ntly, in particuular the role of
o various typ
pes of theoriess has been
investigatted [e.g. 5, 6, 7, 8]. Domaain related ex
xperience and expertise aree however
often oveerlooked in th
he methodoloogical reflectiion of design science reseearch. The
reason might
m
be that,, in contrast to theories, methods/proccesses and oth
ther metaartifacts, domain related knowledgee is diverse and
a not only hard to generralize, but
also difficcult to obtain and make reuusable.
This paper thereforee focuses on thhe role of dom
main related ex
xperience andd expertise
t design off enterprise innformation
for desiggn science ressearch in geneeral and for the
systems (EIS)
(
in particcular. The goaal is to investtigate the role and generalizzability of
domain knowledge
k
forr the assessmeent of existing
g solutions, th
he constructioon of to-be
solutions and the tran
nsformation pprocess. The relevant foun
ndational conncepts are
introduceed in section 2. For the aassessment phase,
p
we preesent an apprroach that
analyzes existing real--world solutioons in a domaain to identify
y possible dessign goals
and relevvant context factors
f
for thaat domain (secction 3). For the constructiion phase,
we preseent an approach that relatees design goaals in a domaain to variatioons of the
respective to-be artifaacts and thatt derives resp
pective desig
gn actions (seection 4).
Exampless from enteerprise archittecture manaagement and process perrformance
managem
ment are used in sections 3 and 4 to illu
ustrate that exiisting variatioons of EIS
solutions can be transsparently exp lained and th
hat innovativee EIS solutionns can be
systematiically construccted. The papper is concludeed by a discusssion and an ooutlook on
further reesearch in this field.
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Foundational concepts
Common design artifacts produced by design science researchers in the information
systems field are constructs, models, methods and instantiations [9]. Hevner et al.
describe these artifacts as follow: “Constructs provide the language in which
problems and solutions are defined and communicated […]. Models use constructs to
represent a real world situation – the design problem and its solution space […].
Methods define processes. They provide guidance on how to solve problems, that is,
how to search the solution space. […] Instantiations show that constructs, models, or
methods can be implemented in a working system.” [1].
It is important to understand the artifact types of design science research in the
information system field not as separate concepts, but as an interdependent system.
Winter [10] refers to Chmielewicz’s [11] conceptualization of research in social
sciences, which may serve as a foundation to explain such dependencies.
Chmielewicz differentiates between ontological facts, theoretical statements,
technological statements, and normative statements. These concepts are represented
by the artifact types foundational concepts, cause-effect relations, means-ends
relations and justifications (for choosing certain goals or preferring certain means to
pursue a goal). Chmielewicz’s concept system can therefore be easily matched to
design science research artifacts.
Applicability
Goal orientation

Concrete choices
(instantiations)

Justifications
(normative statements)

Means-ends relations
(technological statements)

Cause-effect relations
(theoretical statements)

Foundational concepts
(ontological facts)
Generality
Neutrality

Fig. 2. The interdependent system of concepts for design research

To illustrate the relationships between the concepts and artifacts, the pyramid
metaphor can be used: Applicable ontology and meta models define constructs and
constitute the foundation for formulating theories for analysis, explanation and/or
prediction. Together with domain experience and expertise, valid explanatory and/or
predictive theories then constitute the foundation for constructing effective
technologies (e.g. reference models or methods). Since alternative means might be
effective for the same ends, normative statements are needed to justify which goals to
choose and which technologies to apply - Chmielewicz designates this layer
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“philosophy”. At the top of the concept pyramid, concrete goal and technology
choices lead to actual design instantiations. Fig. 2 illustrates the concept pyramid.
It is obvious that the presented concepts are fundamentally different regarding the
extent they embody certain design goals and regarding their problem-solving power
for specific design problems. Goal orientation (vs. neutrality) is strongly related to
applicability (vs. generality): Although design artifacts of every type (except
instantiations) can be defined on different levels of generality, the typical generality
decreases when moving up in the concept hierarchy. In addition to utility, generality
is an important quality of design science research artifacts [1]. Baskerville et al. [12]
demand a design science research artifact to “represent [.] a general solution to a class
of problems.”
In addition to applicability / goal orientation vs. generality / neutrality, design
artifacts can be classified regarding the problem solution phase they support: While
the same system of foundational concepts should be used both in the assessment and
construction phases of a problem solution to ensure consistency, instantiations always
relates to a specific phase. Certain theories might be used to explain assessment as
well as justify design, while others are specific to one of these phases. Since the goals
of assessment and construction are different, different technologies will be relevant,
and different (yet coherent) justifications will be needed.

Assessment: Identifying contingencies of existing solutions
There is some, but not much, work on how to identify contingencies in design science
research. For method engineering, “project size”, “number of stakeholder groups” or
“applied technology” have been suggested as general contingencies [e.g. 13, 14].
Other authors recommend to identify and specify situations individually on a case-bycase basis [e.g. 15]. As a compromise between these positions, we recommend to
identify specific contingencies for a domain, i.e. a class of similar design problems,
by analyzing existing real-world solutions in that domain. This analysis is not
restricted to methods; It is applicable to other problem solutions like (reference)
models and constructs as well.
Based on earlier proposals by Winter [16] and Bucher and Klesse [17], the
following procedure is proposed in [18] to identify contingencies of existing problem
solutions:
Step 1: Preliminary specification of the design problem class
A rough idea about the delineation of the design problem class is developed. Results
of this step are definitions, a description of the system under analysis and ideas about
design goals for the respective class of design problems.
After a while, EIS management practice develops a common understanding about
the scope of relevant artifacts and about useful design goals for such problem classes.
In the remainder of this section, enterprise architecture management (EAM) is used as
an exemplary design problem class. In EAM, a considerable amount of consensus
exists regarding which artifacts and relationships should be addressed by that
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approach. Furthermore, design goals like transparency, consistency, simplification or
flexibility are established.
Step 2: Identification of contingency factor candidates
A literature analysis is conducted in order to identify contingency factor candidates
for the respective class of design problems, i.e. factors which might have influence on
how such design problems are solved in practice.
For EAM, such an analysis yields factors like ‘EAM’s main sponsor is IT or
business’, ‘EAM’s main deliverable is maps, analyses or project support’, ‘EAM’s
main goal is transparency, consistency, simplification, or flexibility’, or ‘EAM’s role
is active or passive’.
Step 3: Field study
A field study is conducted in order to analyze how design solutions for this class of
design problems in practice are actually related to which contingencies. Using
principal component analysis on the field study data, the list of potential contingency
factor candidates from step 2 is reduced and aggregated into a smaller set of relevant
“design factors”. Design factors are usually aggregates of several relevant
contingency factors and therefore need to be semantically interpreted.
For EAM, principle component analysis on EAM practice solutions yielded eight
design factors (like IT operations support, integrative role, business strategy support,
or design impact) which aggregate 54 statistically relevant contingencies. E.g., the
design factor ‘integrative role of EAM’ aggregates the contingencies ‘EAM takes
place in an interdisciplinary team’, ‘EAM team and business departments
continuously exchange information (e.g. in architecture boards)’ and ‘EAM team and
IT departments continuously exchange information (e.g. in architecture boards)’.
Step 4: Redefinition of the design problem class
Every surveyed real-world solution in the domain can be understood as a point in a
multi-dimensional coordinate system where every dimension corresponds to a design
factor. The design problem class now should be redefined by specifying value ranges
for the design factors identified in step 3. This means that “outlier” solutions are
excluded from further analysis in order to ensure a useful degree of solution
homogeneity.
Step 5: Solution similarity analysis
Now ultrametric distances can be computed that represent the similarity (or
dissimilarity) of the relevant solutions. Metrics are usually based on Euclidian
distance. The observations and their distances can be visualized by a dendrogram-like
tree graph. The (dis)similarity of two design solutions corresponds to the generality
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level of their linkagee. If two dessign solutionss are very similar, their llinkage is
representted on a low level of geneerality. If two design solutiions are veryy different,
their linkage is represeented on a veryy high level of generality.
Figuree 3 exhibits a tree graph off 119 observeed EAM ‘casees’ (vertical aaxis) in 94
different companies. Their
T
ultrameetric distancess are represented on the hhorizontal
axis. Casse 72 and casee 73 are veryy similar, but differ significcantly from caases 6, 12
and 104.. The generaalization of thhese five casses (B) is stiill quite hom
mogeneous
comparedd to the overalll, “one size fiits all” EAM generalization
g
n (A).

Fig. 3. Vissualization of siimilarities of obbserved EAM solutions
s
in com
mpanies

Step 6: Identification of represent ative design solutions
s
In order to
t not only vissualize, but chharacterize geeneric design solutions
s
in a domain, a
clusteringg algorithm can be appliied to the observation
o
daata. By aggllomerative
clusteringg, solutions caan be specifiedd at any generality level beetween “full ddetail” (i.e.
one clustter per originaal observationn) and “one siize fits all” (i..e. one generiic solution
descriptioon for the enttire design prooblem class). By analyzing
g the clusterinng error in
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relation to the number of clusters, an optimal level of generality (i.e. an optimal
number of clusters) can be determined.
For the EAM approaches in 94 companies, the optimal number of clusters is three
[19]. This means that, for this observation, three different EAM ‘approaches’ with
specific characteristics should be differentiated (see Fig. 4). With more and broader
surveys, this kind of findings might be generalized to the respective design problem
domain in general.
3 Cluster Solution
IT Operations Support
1

Business Strategy
Support

0.5

Enterprise Focus and
Management Support

0
‐0.5

Design Impact

‐1

EAM Governance

IT Strategy and IT
Governance Support

Integrative Role
Information Supply

Cluster 1 (53)

Cluster 2 (22)

Cluster 3 (19)

Fig. 4. Problem class decomposition into design situations [19]

Step 7: Specification of design situations
For the level of solution description generality chosen in step 6, each cluster
represents one design situation. The situations should not only be defined formally
(i.e. by specifying value ranges of the respective design factors), but also should be
interpreted semantically (“design problem types”).
The three EAM clusters differ in particular with regard to their values for the
design factors ‘IT operations support’, ‘integrative role’, ‘design impact’, ‘enterprisewide focus’ and ‘IT strategy support’. These differences are used to characterize one
cluster as ‘balanced, active EAM’, one as ‘business analysis’ and one as ‘IT focused,
passive EAM’ [19]. In order to interpret the design situations, the cluster centroids
have to be analyzed. These can be identified by the mean factor values within each
cluster. The mean factor values for each cluster are depicted by the net diagram in fig.
4. The clusters can then be described as follows: [19]
Design situation 1: Balanced, active EAM
Cluster 1 (solid line in fig. 4) presents a rather balanced approach to EAM. For most
factors this cluster shows the highest or at least average values. Especially the similar
values for the factors ‘IT operations support’ and ‘enterprise-wide focus’ allow the
conclusion that organizations within this cluster focus neither on IT support nor on
management support. In contrast to the other clusters, the high support of ‘IT
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operations management’, ‘IT strategy’ as well as the focus on ‘design impact’,
‘integrative role’ and ‘EAM governance’ argue for a high degree of integration within
the organization. In particular the values for ‘design impact’, ‘integrative role’ and
‘EAM governance’ are by far the highest between all three clusters. It can therefore
be presumed that these organizations have a rather high level of maturity in their
EAM approach. It should be noted that this cluster includes 53 out of 94
organizations, which lead to the supposition that this cluster represents a ‘mainstream’
approach.
Design situation 2: Business analysis
The second cluster (dashed line in fig. 4) groups 22 organizations that have an
apparent focus on business support in their EAM approach. The factors ‘IT operations
support’ as well as ‘IT strategy and IT governance support’ are clearly assigned with
comparatively low values. Comparing the mean factor values to those of cluster 1, the
overall low values imply that the organizations in this cluster do not show a high
degree of EAM implementation in any dimension. Two conclusions can be derived
from this fact: First, the organizations could have decided to apply a minimalist EAM
approach, focusing on management support without putting resources in EAM
governance or an active role of EAM. Second, the introduction of EAM could only
recently be initiated by management and is not very mature yet. For both cases,
literature suggests that a sustainable EAM approach can only be established by
realizing an effective EAM governance [20, 21].
Design situation 3: IT focused, passive approach
Organizations assigned to this cluster (dotted line in fig. 4) clearly emphasize the use
of EAM for IT operations as well as the information supply by EAM. In contrast,
values for ‘management support’ are by far the lowest compared to the other clusters.
As the factors ‘design impact’ as well as ‘integrative role’ are not focused by this
approach, it can be described as a passive approach that is most probably realized
very locally within the organization. Obviously, this small cluster which includes only
19 of the 94 organizations represents a specialized, IT-centered EAM approach that
primarily takes a documentation role. It can be presumed that the EAM approach was
initiated by IT departments and has not been disseminated throughout the
organization yet.
Examples like [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] show that, for typical design problem classes,
between four and eight design factors can be identified which explain the variance of
the observed design solutions sufficiently. These design factors span up a solution
room where between three and six design situations can be differentiated.

Design: Relating design goals to solution variations
While identifying design situations is of utmost importance to understand the design
problem class, the construction of innovative, useful solutions as the core phase of
design science research has not been covered yet.
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In contrast to as-is solutions that exist in the real world and can be analyzed using
field studies or other methods in a descriptive way, to-be solutions need to be
constructed and have a prescriptive character. It is therefore necessary to base the
construction on (1) valid theories, (2) proven design products and processes, or on (3)
domain experience and expertise.
• First, explanatory and/or predictive theories can provide important input for
solution construction. E.g., indicators from valid success factor models of the
domain at hand provide guidance which properties to-be solutions need to have.
Such indicators can often be related to specific design activities.
• Second, existing solutions in the domain can be evaluated, and high-performance
existing solutions can be chosen as to-be (reference) solutions. This approach
however requires that the design problem domain is already quite mature and highperformance solutions exist. When comparing low-performance as-is solutions
with high-performance to-be solutions regarding their design factor values,
‘elementary movements’ can be determined. These ‘movements’ represent
elementary design steps that need to be composed to construct a better solution – or
to be more precise: to change existing design solutions in a way that promises to
develop properties of a solution that has better performance.
• If high-performance solutions do not exist or cannot be identified, a third way to
determine to-be solutions is to use a field study to define desired solution
characteristics. If an as-is solution characterization and a to-be characterization are
available for all cases in the field study, solution ‘paths’ can be identified. These
paths constitute the project types for situational artifact construction.
Empirical domain knowledge is essential regardless which approach is taken. Since
“one size fits all” solutions cannot be expected to perform in all situations, theory
application as well as as-is solution ranking and to-be solution surveys need to relate
to the identified relevant contingencies, i.e. to be adapted to design situations. For
each design situation, there is a different set of design activities (approach 1) or
‘elementary movements’ (approach 2) or a situation-specific to-be solution (approach
3). In the following, we illustrate approach 2 using the EAM example and approach 3
using an example from Process Performance Management (PPM).
Solution composition from elementary design actions (approach 2)
First, characterizing design factors have to be identified for every design situation. In
the EAM example, only situation ‘IT focused, passive EAM’ is characterized by high
values of the design factor ‘IT operations support’ and low values of the design
factors ‘enterprise-wide focus’, ‘integrative role’ and ‘design impact’. The situation
‘balanced, active EAM’, in contrast, exhibits much smaller values for ‘IT operations
support’, but much higher values for ‘enterprise-wide focus’, ‘integrative role’ and
‘design impact’. With regard to ‘information supply’, ‘business support’ and ‘IT
strategy and IT governance support’, these two design situations are not much
different, so that these factors are not useful to characterize them.
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In a second step, characterizing design factors are linked to design problems. For
the EAM example, the description of the clusters implies a characterization of the
respective design problems:
• In situation 2 (Business analysis), EAM implementation and impact need to be
addressed. Business is the main stakeholder and executor and implementation
considerations are widely neglected.
• In situation 3 (IT focused, passive approach), EAM is too IT centric and has not
disseminated through the entire organization yet. The characterizing design factors
‘integrative role’, ‘enterprise-wide focus’ and ‘design impact’ can be associated
with an EAM setup where the main EAM sponsor is the CIO, the main EAM
customer is the IT function, EAM is primarily performed within the IT function,
and EAM is widely ignored by business units.
• If EAM is not systematically addressed in the organization at all, either a balanced
approach (very challenging) or an IT focused EAM or a business analysis approach
can be followed.
Most EAM setups can be easily linked to major EAM challenges as often described in
the literature. E.g., missing business involvement and missing business value creation
of EAM correspond to the first EAM setup, while missing ‘grounding’/‘execution’
and too much ‘locality’ of EAM correspond to the latter EAM setup.
In a third step, elementary design actions are derived by comparing design
solutions with design problems. Based on the design situation characteristics of the
EAM example illustrated by Fig. 4, the following design actions can be derived:
• In situation 2 (Business analysis), ‘IT operations support’, ‘IT strategy and IT
governance support’ as well as ‘EAM governance’ need to be strengthened. Since
IT topics and EAM governance constitute widely different measures, two different
design actions (designated as A and B) should be differentiated.
• In situation 3 (IT focused, passive approach), ‘design impact’, ‘integrative role’
and ‘enterprise-wide focus’ need to be strengthened. Since design impact and
IT/business alignment issues constitute widely different measures, design actions C
and D should be differentiated.
• If EAM is not systematically addressed yet and an IT focused approach is
favoured, ‘IT operations support’, ‘IT strategy and IT governance support’,
‘information supply’ and ‘business strategy support’ need to be developed
foremost. In addition to design action A, a design action E should be defined to
address business strategy support and a design action F to address information
supply.
• If EAM is not systematically addressed yet and a business analysis approach is
favoured, ‘enterprise-wide focus’ as well as ‘information supply’ and ‘business
strategy support’ need to be developed foremost. As a consequence, the already
defined design actions D, E and F are most relevant.
The final step is to define rules for combining the specified elementary design actions.
The fewer characterizing design factors and the fewer design problems have been
identified, the simpler the design action configuration will be – and vice versa. For the
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EAM example, four situated design solutions are configured from, depending on the
design situation, up to four design actions out of a total number of six reusable design
actions A...F:
• Situated solution I “from business analysis to balanced, active EAM” is comprised
of design actions A and B
• Situated solution II “from IT focused, passive to balanced, active EAM” is
comprised of design actions C and D
• Situated solution III “initial development of IT focused, passive EAM” is
comprised of design actions A, E and F
• Situated solution IV “initial development of business analysis” is comprised of
design actions D, E and F
Although not advised because a big maturity leap is necessary, it is possible to
combine EAM design methods III and IV to a fifth situated method “direct move to
balanced, active EAM” that is composed of design actions A, D, E and F.
Survey-based solution path derivation (approach 3)
Although the above presented approach allows to systematically construct ‘better’
problem solutions, it (a) requires that such approaches can already be observed and
(b) creates no useful solution in cases that already come close to the ‘best’ solution
cluster.
As an alternative, to-be solutions (in the sense of information systems with certain
desired properties) could be elicited by means of field studies, i.e. in the same way
that is used to identify design situations. In addition to as-is properties of existing
solutions, to-be properties of desired solutions are collected and undergo identical
analyses.

Fig. 5. As-is situations (left) vs. to-be situations (right) for process performance management
[27]

Using PPM as an example, Fig. 5 illustrates that as-is situations differ significantly
from to-be situations. One explanation could be that desired solution properties are
more homogeneous than the existing variety of approaches so that cluster analysis
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generates situations that are less different. This would however require that
companies’ visions for ‘ideal’ solutions are very similar which is only true in very
mature problem domains. In the majority of domains (including PPM) it can be
expected that, if many contingencies exist, companies’ PPM visions are quite
different so that the variations of to-be solutions is not smaller than the variation of
as-is solutions.
From the analysis of as-is and to-be situations, it is not immediately clear which
project types result that need to be supported by suitable artifacts. If as-is and to-be
data were obtained by the same survey, ‘movements’ can be analyzed because every
case can be assigned to a specific as-is cluster as well as to a specific to-be cluster.
Fig. 6 illustrates the aggregated ‘movements’ for the PPM survey. The number in the
lower right corner of each of the boxes indicates the population of each cluster. The
thickness of the lines is proportionate to the number of ‘movements’. It becomes
evident that, although there is a favorite to-be cluster (‘full-scale PPM’, 23 out of 42
companies), some companies also aim at alternative to-be solutions.

Fig. 6. Project types derived from process performance management design situation analysis
[27]

For solution construction, the most significant aggregate ‘movements’ can be
defined as project types. For every project type, it is possible to specify design
activities by matching to-be solution properties to as-is solution properties.
To this end a weighted adjacency matrix is used that is based on the items that are
grouped by the to-be factors (cf. Table 1). The values represent the arithmetic means
of the differences between the to-be and as-is item values across all movers per
project type. This allows to identify the areas that require the most change when a
company intends to reach a certain to-be PPM approach. Details of this analysis are
documented in [27].
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Table 1. Adjacency
A
matrrix for process pperformance maanagement [27]

In the PPM examp
ple, the most important prroject type (and the first m
movement
describedd in the adjaceency matrix) iis the shift fro
om the “isolateed initiatives”” approach
towards a “full-scale PPM” impleementation. Organizations
O
running isolaated PPM
initiativess are especiallly characterizzed by the lack
k of a high qu
uality informaation base.
Moreoverr, neither frrom a busineess intelligen
nce nor from
m a businesss process
managem
ment perspectiv
ve have thesee companies established con
ncepts in placce. A more
detailed analysis reveals that, in oorder to realizze an effectuaal PPM conccept, these
companiees explicitly focus
f
(a) on pproviding an adequate
a
IT in
nfrastructure aand (b) on
gaining a deeper kno
owledge abouut their work by consisten
ntly documennting their
processess. Besides, in
n order to buundle thus faar isolated in
nitiatives, orga
ganizations
consider integrating their
t
PPM am
mbitions with
h an enterpriise balanced scorecard
and/or thheir enterprise performance managementt program. Orrganizations sttarting off
from the “fragmented approach” sttrive for eitheer the “measurrement-focuseed” or the
“full-scalle” approach.. As describeed above thee “measurem
ment-focused” approach
emphasizzes the use of a broad sett of key perfformance indiicators (KPIs)) for high
quality decision
d
makin
ng regarding the improvem
ment of core processes⎯aassumedly
often in an
a on-demand
d setting basedd on real-timee data. While organizationss using the
“fragmennted approach
h” show a prrofound process orientatio
on and posseess a high
quality information base,
b
the trannsition to thee “measurem
ment-focused aapproach”
t developmeent of a set off crucial proceess performan
nce metrics likke process
requires the
quality, cycle
c
times as well as resouurce and capaccity utilization
n. Moreover, th
the change
demands a stronger co
oncentration oon the measureement of coree processes in particular
on the baasis of non-fin
nancial metricss. A shift from
m the “fragmeented” to the ““full-scale
approachh” on the contrrary, first andd foremost neccessitates a mo
ore organizedd and wellplanned method.
m
In order to overco me the parallelism of a strong process oorientation
and an unnderutilized IT
I infrastructuure, organizattions rigorously implementt the plando-checkk-act cycle an
nd align theirr process perfformance inittiatives with enterprise
performaance managem
ment. Bridginng the businesss-IT-divide is
i further enhhanced by
making process
p
flows transparent accross function
nal borders fo
or the whole w
workforce.
The “meeasurement-biaased approachh”⎯as the name betrays⎯
⎯is characterrized by a
strong ovverestimation of KPI use annd measuremeent. Consequeently, each connvergence
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towards another approach⎯be it “measurement-focused”, “selective”, or “full-scale”
⎯requires establishing a more sophisticated process orientation. In any case the
measurement-biased organization must consistently design and model its processes
and make them transparent beyond both functional and system borders so as to enable
a comprehensive and successful PPM implementation. The last movement Cleven et
al. [27] analyzed in more detail leads from the “advanced” to the “full-scale
approach”. Due to the fact that the advanced approach already shows a comparatively
high maturity, only minor adoptions are required. The analysis reveals that an
improvement of the overall data quality becomes necessary. As the measurement
level of production processes is already very high, the focus will be shifted to sales
and purchasing processes. An increased use of the balanced scorecard and the plando-check-act cycle further fosters the holism of the approach.

Discussion and future research
We presented a generally applicable approach to systematically analyze the mutability
of information system solutions and differentiate design situations for a domain. For
relating design goals to solution variations, we presented two alternative approaches.
While the first approach requires an evaluation of the as-is clusters and then helps to
transform inferior solutions into superior ones by specifying respective design actions,
the second approach is based on a separate set of as-is and to-be situation
specifications which provide the foundation to define project types and then derive
appropriate design activities. While the latter alternative provides a sufficient
variation of to-be solutions for every domain, it requires surveyed organizations to
specify their respective solution vision in great detail – which is not always possible
in particular when a domain is immature.
While many solution engineering approaches claim to incorporate situational
factors, they do nearly never detail what these situational factors exactly are and how
they can be incorporated into solution design and solution component configuration
rules. This is the contribution of the empirical approach we presented here. It must
however be conceded that every empirical foundation of solution design is only as
general as the empirical base supports. Within a specific domain like EAM or PPM,
we can reliably specify design factors, design situations, design actions and solution
procedures. The less specific the domain is, the less useful the results, and the less
effective their application will be. Several broad categories of research opportunities
exist:
• First, the proposal needs to be further validated. Although a number of research
projects have applied the proposed procedures and many case studies provide
evidence that as-is situations, to-be situations, project types and respective design
actions are meaningful and realistic in the respective domain, these claims might
be invalidated by future studies.
• Both the EAM example and the PPM example comprised several simplifications
like the elimination of tradeoffs between design goals and design activities. E.g.,
the derivation of design actions was straightforward for EAM if implementation
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impact and business involvement can be achieved equally. If however tradeoffs
have to be observed, solution design becomes much more complex.
• An interesting feature of many design solution analyses that yield a larger number
of design factors is that the first factor is often representing many and quite diverse
problem aspects that are sometimes not easy to interpret qualitatively. With regard
to design solution analysis and solution construction, we interpret this
“technically” overloaded design factor as a problem independent aggregation of
“generalized” properties and the respective solution component as a basic set of
domain-independent
problem
solution
activities
like
e.g.
general
project/transformation management. This aspect of our approach does certainly
need additional research attention.
• In addition, our approach does not explicitly cover yet the adaptation of situated
solutions to specific design problems in an organisation. On the one hand, we
consider this extension not too problematic because there is a plethora of
adaptation knowledge on reference models which promises to be transferrable to
this approach. On the other hand, adaptation efforts might depend on problem
properties and influence the ‘optimal’ level of solution generality that up to now is
determined using ‘technical’ homogeneity/heterogeneity metrics in cluster analysis
only.
• Another and probably the most important extension would be to include not only
adaptation effort, but also other ‘economic’ properties like the number of problem
instantiations of a type or the attractiveness of design problems in terms of
economic gains into the identification procedure of design factors and in particular
design situations. This is probably the most interesting – and challenging – avenue
for further research.
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